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Solar eruptions are manifestation of explosive release of magnetic energy in the Sun’s
corona. Large solar eruptions originate mostly within active regions, where strong
magnetic fields concentrate on the solar surface. Here we studied the magnetic field
structure for an exception, which is a peculiar GOES X1.2 flare accompanied with a very
fast coronal mass ejection taking place between two active regions, where the magnetic
field is relatively weak. The pre-flare magnetic field is reconstructed from the SDO/HMI
vector magnetogram, using a non-linear force-free field extrapolation method. It is found
that prior to the flare, there is a highly twisted magnetic flux rope with magnetic field lines
winding over 6 turns, which connects the border of a leading sunspot of one active region
and the following polarity of the neighboring active region. The basic configuration of the
flux rope is consistent with the observed sigmoidal coronal loops and filament channels
by SDO/AIA. It resides rather low-lying between the active regions such that the torus
instability is not able to be triggered. Thus, it is likely that, due to the strong magnetic
twist, the kink instability of the flux rope triggers the eruption.

Keywords: magnetic fields, methods: numerical, sun: corona, sun: flares, sun: filaments

1. INTRODUCTION

The catastrophic energy-conversion phenomena, such as solar flares and coronal mass ejections
(CMEs) from the sun can heavily influence the space weather and human activities in modern
society. Now it is well-recognized that the Sun’s magnetic field plays a key role in such solar
explosive transients (Forbes et al., 2006; Chen, 2011; Shibata and Magara, 2011; Cheng et al., 2017;
Guo et al., 2017), thus it is paramount to understand the underlying magnetic field structure for
a reliable forecast of solar eruptions. Strong flares and CMEs originated mostly from solar active
regions (ARs), where high concentrations of magnetic field clusters (Toriumi and Wang, 2019).
In particular, major flares (e.g., those above GOES X-class) occurred predominantly from the site
of magnetic polarity inversion lines (PILs) at the photosphere which possess strong magnetic
shear as well as high magnetic gradient. Such PILs are often found in δ-sunspot groups (that
is, two sunspots with inverse signs of magnetic polarity share the same penumbra), possibly
as a result of colliding of magnetic flux tubes during their emergence from right below the
photosphere (Fang and Fan, 2015).
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However, there are exceptions, although rather few. By
surveying the flare events above GOESM5with 45◦ from the disk
center between 2010 and 2016 (Toriumi et al., 2017), it is found
that, out of a total number of 51 flares, there are 2 events that
took place between ARs where the PIL is in a relatively weak field
without significant magnetic shear and gradient. Among them is
an X1.2 flare, and this inter-AR flare produced an extremely fast
CME (above 1,800 km/s). From a space weather perspective, this
is an important event as forecasters expected a significant impact
(a G3 class geomagnetic storm or higher) on the Earth, yet it did
not occur. Thus, attentions have been attracted in many papers
to study the CME propagation, attempting to reveal why it is
significantly deflected from the solar disk center to the Mars by a
longitude of over 40◦ (Mays et al., 2015; Möstl et al., 2015; Wang
et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2016; Zagainova and Fainshtein, 2018).
Nevertheless, it is still not clear what is the source magnetic field
structure that triggers the eruption. Why such a weak field region
can produce such strong flare and fast CME?

In this paper, using a coronal magnetic field reconstruction
method, we reveal that prior to the flare, there is a highly twisted
magnetic flux rope (MFR) with magnetic twist number reaching
over 6 turns. Overall, the configuration of MFR is consistent with
the observed sigmoidal coronal loops and filament channels, and
it is likely the source structure leading to the eruption of the
flare and CME through kink instability. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows: section 2 present the observations; section 3
gives a brief description of the coronal magnetic reconstruction
method; section 4 shows the reconstructed MFR, and finally
conclusions are made in section 5.

2. OBSERVATIONS

The X1.2 flare occurred between two neighboring ARs,
numbered as NOAA 11944 and 11943, on 2014 January 7,
associated with a very fast halo CME with linear speed of
∼1,830 km/s. Figure 1 shows the source region and the flare

FIGURE 1 | (a) Location of the flare site in a full-disk SDO/AIA 171 Å image. The number of the ARs are labeled, and the boxed region denotes the flare site. (b)
Enlarged view of the flaring loops during the X1.2 flare. (c) A running difference image of the CME from the flare region observed by STEREO-B/COR2.

loops observed by the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO), as
well as the CME observed by STEREO. The flare started at
18:04 UT, peaked at 18:32 UT and ended at 18:58 UT. As shown
in Figure 1, the flare site (or the CME source region) is located at
S12W08, which is close to the disk center, between the ARs 11944
(S09W01) and 11943 (S11W19).

In Figure 2, we further show the source region with SDO/HMI
magnetogram. Three ARs cluster forming a complicate system,
which is usually very active for eruptions because of the
underlying complex magnetic topology. There are mainly four
polarities of two pairs forming the ARs 11944 and 11943,
respectively. The leading sunspot of AR 11944 has a positive
polarity (P1, which has a field strength up to ∼3,000 G), and a
high-gradient PIL divides it with its following sunspot of polarity
N1. However, the X1.2 flare did not take place along this strong-
gradient PIL. Rather, it occurred mainly along the relatively
weak-gradient PIL dividing P1 and the negative polarity (N2)
of the neighboring AR, 11943, thus the negative polarity (N1)
of AR 11944 barely contributed to the flare. Furthermore, there
are secondary flare ribbons extending along the PIL of AR 11943
(N2-P2), as it seems that N2 is surrounded by P1 and P2.

There are several pieces of evidences indicating the existence
of a long MFR between the two ARs prior to the flare.
Firstly, there is a sigmoidal coronal loop connecting P1 and
N2 (Figures 2B,C), which has a length of at least 300 arcsec.
The west elbow is more prominent, roughly following the PIL
between polarities N2 and P2. Secondly, almost co-aligned
with the sigmoidal loop, there is a filament observed in
AIA images (see Figure 2C). Last, a filament channel, which
is relatively dark, can be clearly seen in the AIA 171 Å
image a few hours before the flare (Figure 2D). Overall its
structure is complex and rather segmented, but the major part
of the filament channel has a very similar S shape as the
sigmoidal loops. Wang et al. (2015) has performed a NLFFF
reconstruction for this region using the Wiegelmann (2004)’s
NLFFF code. Although they also conjectured that an MFR
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FIGURE 2 | (A) SDO/HMI magnetogram showing the distribution of magnetic polarities around the flare site. The main polarities are labeled as N1 and P1, which
constitute AR 11944, and N2 and P2, which constitute AR 11943. The flare occurred mainly in association with P1 and N2. (B) SDO/AIA 171 Å image of the same
field view of (A). The arrow remarks a sigmoidal coronal loop in the flare site. (C) Enlarged view of the sigmoid as well as a filament as denoted by the arrows. (D) The
filament channels as denoted by the arrows.

exists in the flare site, but the NLFFF code failed to reproduce
such an MFR.

3. CORONAL MAGNETIC FIELD
RECONSTRUCTION

We carried out 3D magnetic field reconstruction for the pre-
flare corona from the SDO/HMI vector magnetograms using the
CESE–MHD–NLFFF code (Jiang and Feng, 2013). In particular,
we used the data product of the Space-weather HMI Active
Region Patch (SHARP, Bobra et al., 2014), in which the 180◦

ambiguity has been resolved by using the minimum energy
method, the coordinate system has been modified via the
Lambert method, and the projection effect has been corrected.
Here the magnetogram is taken at the time of 17:48 UT,
about 20 min before the flare. The CESE–MHD–NLFFF code is
based on anMHD-relaxation method which seeks approximately

force-free equilibrium. It solves a set of modified zero-β MHD
equations with a friction force using an advanced conservation-
element/solution-element (CESE) space-time scheme on a non-
uniform grid with parallel computing (Jiang et al., 2010; Duan
et al., 2018). The code also utilizes adaptive mesh refinement
and a multi-grid algorithm to optimize the relaxation process.
This model has been tested by different benchmarks including
a series of analytic force-free solutions (Low and Lou, 1990)
and numerical MFR models (Titov and Démoulin, 1999). The
results of extrapolation reproduced from SDO/HMI are in good
agreement with corresponding observable features like filaments,
coronal loops, and sigmoids (Jiang and Feng, 2013; Jiang et al.,
2014). Especially, among the NLFFF methods that use solely
vector magnetograms as input, it seems that only the CESE–
MHD–NLFFF code can reconstruct MFR in a weak field region,
for example, Jiang et al. (2014) successfully reconstructed a large-
scale MFR corresponding to an intermediate filament in the
boundary of the AR 11283. In this paper, we applied the same
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FIGURE 3 | Top: iso-surface of magnetic twist number Tw = 3 in two different
angles of view. Middle: iso-surface of magnetic twist number Tw = 6.
Bottom: sampled magnetic field lines of the MFR in different views. Note that
the lines colored in white represent the axis of the rope, i.e., the one that
possesses the maximum value of Tw = 6.5.

code to the inter-AR region producing the X1.2 flare. It should be
noted that there are other ways for modeling MFR in such weak-
field region, for instance, the flux-rope insertion method (Su
and van Ballegooijen, 2012) can also reconstruct MFR matching
observations by inserting an MFR following observed filament
channel into a background potential field. In particular, an MFR
was also reconstructed in a weak field region between two
ARs (Zhou et al., 2019) using the flux-rope insertion method.

4. THE MFR

From the reconstructed field, MFR can be precisely located
by calculating the magnetic twist number Tw in the whole
computation volume, which is defined by

Tw =

∫
L

(∇ × B) · B

4πB2
dl (1)

where the integral is taken along the length L of the magnetic
field line from one footpoint on the photosphere to the other (Liu
et al., 2016). We find a right-handed, significantly twisted MFR,
indicating a positive helicity. In Figure 3, we show the iso-
surfaces with Tw = 3 and Tw = 6, which are the surfaces
of a flux volume with field-line winding number above 3 and
6 turns, respectively. Although interrupted by many small-scale
structures, the volume of the strong twisted flux is coherent,
forming a forward S shape, in agreement with the sigmoidal loops
seen in AIA 171 Å image as well as the filament channel seen in
the AIA 304 Å image. The maximum value of Tw in the MFR
reaches ∼6.5, and the corresponding field line can be a proxy
of the axis of the rope, as suggested by Liu et al. (2016). In the
bottom panels, we show sampled magnetic field lines of the rope
with different colors, and the rope axis is colored in white. As
can be seen, the field lines start from the penumbra of the big
sunspot of AR 11944, wind tightly around the axis, run very lowly
above the bottom surface in the central part, and finally end in the
negative polarity (N2) of AR 11943.

With the data of magnetic field, we can search the location
where the filament material can likely be sustained. Such place
are magnetic dips where the magnetic field lines concave upward
such that the magnetic tension points upward to support the
heavy cold filament mass. The magnetic dips are defined as
locations where EB · ∇Bz > 0 and Bz = 0. In Figure 4, we
show the magnetic dips. There is clearly a spine of magnetic dips,
which extend to a height of ∼7 Mm above the photosphere, and
overall the shape looks co-spatial with the filament observed in
AIA 171 Å image in Figure 2C.

We further study the ideal MHD instabilities of the MFR.
There are two kinds of ideal instabilities that prevail in the
study of eruption of coronal MFRs. One is the torus instability
(TI) which occurs if the strapping field that stabilizing the MFR
decreases with height too fast, and the control parameter is its
decay index (Kliem and Török, 2006). The decay index n is
defined as

n =
d log(B)

d log(h)
(2)

where B denotes the strapping field stabilizing the MFR and
h is the height. Theoretically derived threshold for the decay
index is found in the range of 1–2 (Kliem and Török, 2006; Fan
and Gibson, 2007; Török and Kliem, 2007; Aulanier et al., 2010;
Démoulin and Aulanier, 2010). In Figure 5, we show the MFR
and its strapping flux, which is approximated by the potential
fieldmodel based on the vertical component of themagnetogram.
As can be seen the magnetic flux connecting the big sunspot of P1
and the negative polarity N2 plays the main role in confining the
MFR. In the right panel of Figure 5, we show an iso-surface of
decay index n = 0.5, above which the decay index is larger than
0.5. As can be clearly seen, the main body of the MFR situated
below the iso-surface. Regarding that the TI threshold is mostly
above 1, we concluded that this MFR is far below such threshold
and the TI cannot be the trigger of the eruption.

Then we consider the other instability, the kink instability (KI,
Török and Kliem, 2005). If the MFR is twisted too much, KI
occurs with the rope axis experiences an eruptive deformation.
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FIGURE 4 | Two different views of distribution of magnetic dips, which is
shown by the colored structures, and the colors represent the heights of
the dips.

FIGURE 5 | Left: the color lines represent the MFR, while the black lines show
sampled field lines of the strapping field overlying the MFR. These field lines
are plotted using the potential field model extrapolated from the vertical
component of the magnetogram. Right: the red, transparent surface is the
iso-surface with magnetic decay index n = 0.5, and as can be seen, the
significant part of the MFR is below the surface.

Unfortunately, there seems to be no unique value for the
threshold of KI, since it depends on many details of the MFR,
for example, the overall shape, the distribution of magnetic twist,
the aspect ratio, etc. Theoretical and numerical investigations
have shown the KI threshold, which is a critical value of the
magnetic twist number, seems to reside in the range of 1.25–2.5
turns (Fan andGibson, 2003; Török et al., 2004; Török andKliem,
2005). However, since these results are derived using a simple
and idealized MFR models, for example, a half-circle current
torus (Titov and Démoulin, 1999), while the MFRs reconstructed
from the real data often show very different configurations with
strong asymmetry and non-uniform magnetic twist, thus it is not
easy to apply directly the theoretical values to the reconstructed
solution. Here the reconstructed MFR has a very large magnetic
twist as well as a rather complex configuration. Considering
the strong twist, the KI is most likely the candidate of the
eruption trigger.We should also remind the readers that cautions
are needed here because different coronal field reconstruction
methods might give very different results with the same
magnetogram. Further analysis of the formation and growth of
theMFR is necessary to see how themagnetic twist evolves before
the eruption. Also the magnetic-reconnection trigger cannot
be excluded here because of the complex magnetic topology

of the flare site. It has been found that the MFR’s overlying
magnetic field has a null-point-like magnetic topology (Wang
et al., 2015), and the flare has a large, almost circular-shaped weak
ribbon. Thus, the breakout reconnection model might also play
a role in triggering the flare. A further investigation is deserved
for studying the background magnetic topology as well as its
evolution associated with the development of the MFR.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied the coronal magnetic field for a
peculiar inter-AR, X-class eruptive flare which occurred in a
relatively weak-field region between two ARs. Using the CESE–
MHD–NLFFF code and the SDO/HMI vector magnetogram, we
reconstructed a highly twisted MFR before the flare, which is
not found in previous NLFFF extrapolations (e.g., Wang et al.,
2015). The existence of such pre-flare MFR is indicated by several
pieces of evidences, such as the sigmoidal coronal loops, the
filament and filament channel, and the overall configuration of
the reconstructed MFR resembles well with all these observed
features. TheMFR has a maximummagnetic twist number of 6.5,
but resides rather low-lying between the ARs such the TI is not
able to be triggered. It is likely that, due to the strong magnetic
twist, the KI of the MFR triggers the eruption.

Thus we can provide an answer to the question as arised in
section 1: why such a weak field region can produce such strong
flare and fast CME? Although the flare occurred in the weak-field
region as indicated by the magnetogram, overlying the weak-field
region is a highly twisted MFR which connects the penumbra of
a leading sunspot of one active region and the following polarity
of the neighboring active region. Thus, the magnetic field of
the MFR is actually not weak, and more importantly, its high
twist and large size indicate that lots of non-potential energy is
accumulated in the large volume. It can provide free magnetic
energy to power the flare and meanwhile it offers a mechanism
for trigger the eruption by, possibly, KI of the MFR. Last, it
should be noted that the existence of a highly twisted MFR in
such a weak-field region seems unusual since the magnetogram
shows no significant magnetic shear. Further investigation on the
existence of the MFR in different time and particularly on how it
was formed will be carried out in the near future.
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